NONRECURRENT LARYNGEAL NERVE: A RARE ENTITY
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Abstract:
The non recurrent laryngeal nerve (nRLN) is a rare abnormal condition that the head and neck surgeon must aware of in order to avoid postoperative morbidity. High index of suspicion, Preoperative recognition of patients with situs inversus, dysphagia lusoria, identification of medialised vagus nerve and meticulous dissection can minimise the risk of injury to nRLN intraoperatively.

We are reporting a case of nRLN observed during hemithyroidectomy for a 53 year old female patient.
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Introduction:
The nonrecurrent laryngeal nerve (nRLN) is a rare anatomical anomaly. The incidence is variously reported to be between 0.3 and 1%[1] on the right side and extremely rare on the left side (0.004%) [2]. The right nRLN is associated with a right subclavian artery arising directly from the aortic arch. The left nRLN is associated with situs inversus [3,4] or loss of ductus arteriosus during the foetal life [1]. We report this case to emphasise the fact that nRLN is a rare occurrence and it should always be taken into consideration during thyroidectomy in order to avoid accidental injury.

Case Report:
A thirty eight years old female presented to us with a painless anterior neck mass since last 4 years which is gradually progressing in size. On clinical examination, the right lobe of the thyroid was found to be enlarged with a solitary nodule measuring about 5 by 4 cms and was firm in consistency. Ultrasound revealed a solitary nodule in the right lobe and the FNAC showed colloid goitre. An indirect laryngoscopic examination showed normal vocal cord function. After confirming that the patient is euthyroid she was subjected to right hemithyroidectomy.

During the surgery we could not identify the right recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) at the tracheoesophageal groove. Normally it forms one of the boundaries of Beahr’s triangle, the other two sides being formed by common carotid and inferior thyroid artery [5]. However careful exploration caudally revealed a nerve, running medially in to the cricothyroid membrane parallel to the inferior thyroid artery. When the nerve was traced proximally it was found to be originating from the cervical vagus, thus confirming its identity.

The patient was subjected to barium swallow postoperatively to look for the anomalous right subclavian artery. The barium swallow didn’t show an indentation on the oesophagus.

Discussion:
The relationship of the thyroid gland to the recurrent laryngeal nerve is of major surgical significance because damage to the nerve leads to disability in phonation or difficulty in breathing. nRLN, a rare anomaly, passes transversely into larynx with or without its recurrent branches directly arising from the vagus nerve which is very vulnerable during thyroid surgery[6].

Steadman was the first to observe a nRLN in a cadaver in 1863 who also noted then an anomaly of the origin and course of the right subclavian artery. He concluded that the
vascular anomaly described earlier by Hunauld in 1785, was closely associated with the nRLN.[7]

In a study by Li X et al 821 recurrent laryngeal nerves were anatomized during 2496 thyroid operations, from which 5 were confirmed to hold non-recurrent laryngeal nerves (0.61%).[6]

Henry JF et al reported 33 cases of nonrecurrent inferior laryngeal nerves in 6307 cervicotomies for thyroid and parathyroid excision (0.52%). The anomaly was observed in 31 cases from 4921 dissections on the right side (0.63%) and in two cases from 4673 dissections on the left side (0.04%).[3]

The nRLN was encountered in a study only after performing 585 thyroid operations in three years with an overall incidence of 0.2%[8]. Others have reported a small recurrent laryngeal nerve with a major non-recurrent trunk.[9,10]

The origin of the nRLN is cervical. Three types can be distinguished: type 1 nRLN arises directly from the vagus and runs together with the vessels of the superior thyroid pedicle; type 2A nRLN follows a transverse path parallel to and over the trunk of the inferior thyroid artery; and type 2B nRLN follows a transverse path parallel to and under the trunk or between the branches of the inferior thyroid artery.[4]. We report type 2A nRLN.

The preoperative diagnosis of a nRLN is extremely difficult. A left nRLN has been suspected in patients with proved situs inversus. The presence of situs inversus on a preoperative chest x ray should alert the surgeon to the possibility of a left sided nRLN. A right sided nRLN should be suspected preoperatively in those patients with dysphagia lusoria due to an aberrant retro esophageal right subclavian artery.[3,11]. The retroesophageal subclavian artery may be detected on chest x-ray films (20%) or by the compression and distortion of the esophagus shown during barium swallow tests (97%)[3].

Intraoperatively, the best way to avoid morbidity is to identify the nerve with a systematic dissection based on usual anatomical landmarks. Presence of a nRLN should be suspected when the nerve is not found at the normal site. In such cases any transversely running structure between the carotid sheath and the larynx should not be cut without meticulous dissection. Further vagus trunk sited medially to the common carotid artery, has been reported. This is due to the fact that the nRLN is shorter than the RLN and the traction on the laryngo tracheal axis during thyroidectomy leads to the medialisation of vagus[12].
Conclusion:
1. The incidence of nRLN is very rare but when present, it is most vulnerable to injury during thyroidectomy.
2. Preoperative diagnosis of situs inversus and dysphagia lusoria may hint towards its existence.
3. Awareness of its existence and correct surgical technique will minimize the morbidity.
4. Medialised vagal trunk may give a clue about nRLN intraoperatively.
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